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GREAT NEWS FOR GLADSTONE!

ECOTECH, WORLD LEADERS IN ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
SYSTEMS ESTABLISHES LOCAL PRESENCE.

Reporter
THE GLADSTONE

PROBLEM
SOLVED
AUSTRALIA’S ENVIRONMENTAL
MONITORING LEADERS OPEN
GLADSTONE BASE, SERVING
LOCAL INDUSTRY.
No longer will Gladstone’s major mining
and industrial operations have to look to
Brisbane for world-class Environmental
Monitoring solutions. Aussie firm, and
global player, Ecotech has opened a base
right here in Gladstone.
Known for their problem-solving expertise,
Ecotech are the leaders in their field,
offering every kind of environmental
monitoring to every kind of industry.
Having pioneered air quality monitoring
in Australia nearly four decades ago, the
firm has grown into a trusted partner in
everything from blast monitoring and
water quality analysis to compliance
instrumentation and NATA accredited
services. Their tailor-made solutions are
relied upon by mining and industry right
across Australia.
Previously, Ecotech’s nearest physical
presence was down in Brisbane, but
with so much industry in the Gladstone
region, opening here made perfect
sense. Chris White, Queensland Branch
Manager for Ecotech, is looking forward
to showing how the company can rise to
any challenge. “We turn technology into

White is one of three senior Ecotech team
members looking after the establishment
of the Gladstone branch. The others are
Northern Sales Manager Mark Neaves
and Field Service Engineer Mohammed
Roohi. All are looking forward to
establishing stronger relationships with
local industry. “Our determination to
solve any issue, to protect work-forces,
local communities and a business’
reputation, is what sets us apart,” says
Roohi. “It’s what wins us respect,” adds
Neaves. “And we’re really looking forward
to delivering everything Ecotech is known
for right here in the Gladstone region.”
Gladstone businesses who want to know
more about Ecotech’s Environmental
Monitoring solutions can email Mark Neaves
on mark.neaves@ecotech.com or visit
ecotech.com.au for details.
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A qualified industrial
chemist with 20 years
experience in the field
of air monitoring and
instrumentation, Chris’
high level knowledge of a
wide variety of air quality
instrumentation and
reporting, and thorough
understanding of State
and National legislation
pertaining to air quality
monitoring means he can
offer the best solution to
any problem.

GLADSTONE FARMER
GROWS PUMPKIN
SIZE OF HOUSE

solutions,” says White. “But it’s essential
that technology remains reliable, ensuring
our instruments and systems stay online,
even in the most remote and harsh
environments.”
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The new
voice of
Gladstonians

A systems engineer
specialist, Mark is an
expert in the integration
and servicing of a wide
variety of environmental
and general monitoring
systems including
automatic weather
stations, water monitoring
stations, custom
instrumentation systems
and the integration of
these into pre-existing
networks.

Mohammad Roohi
holds both a Bachelor
of Science and a
Master of Science in
Chemical Engineering
and carries over 15
years of experience in
environmental monitoring
across field operations,
design, maintenance,
quality assessments,
analysis and reporting.
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LOCAL LAD FINDS
GOLD NUGGET THE
SIZE OF PUMPKIN
Sport
Darts club calls for
more junior members.
Weather
Hot today.
Hot tomorrow.
Hot for the rest
of the week.

Entertainment
Wiggles tickets sell
like hot potatoes.

